SANDLESS SAND BAGS - 5PK

THESE BAGS CAN BE USED TO PREVENT FLOODING - WITHOUT LEAVING THE MESS THAT NORMAL SAND BAGS DO

MEASURE 14" X 26" (1 bag)

EXPANDS 4" IN HEIGHT
WHEN SOAKED EITHER BEFORE HAND WITH A HOSE
or
LEFT THEY WILL SELF EXPAND NATURALLY WHEN WATER HITS.

SMALL AND PACK AWAY EASILY

ALWAYS BE PREPARED WITH A 5 PACK OF THESE SANDLESS SAND BAGS.

Other Varieties to make temporary walls on river banks, lakes for chemical spills available

Mfg : Amit Biotech P Ltd, unit 21, 3rd flr, 21, ballygunge Circular Rd., Kolkata – 700019
Protect your home, business & property with [QUICK DAM]

FROM THIS...
A flat lightweight & easy to store away Barrier Sack

+ water

in 5 MIN

...TO THIS
A heavy, flexible & ready to use sandless sand bag

Sandless Sandbags
Save Money

Order now!